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I. Introduction

le The main theme of the first ECA/AAU Conference of Vice-Chancellors9 Presidents

and Rectors of Institutions of Higher Learninq in Africa, held in Addis Abeba in

January 1932, was the"orientation of higher education institutions in the devel

of human resources to meet the changino socio-economic needs of African States", A

key reference point in this regard was the Lanos Plan of Action which had, ansnq

other things, called for urgent action to provide the political support necessary
for the success of the measures aimed at restructuring the African economies arH

achieving qenuine and accelerated development on the hasis of individual dnd

collective self-reliance and self-sustainment and strengthened sub-regional a fid

regional cooperation.

2O The primary objectives of the first conference, therefore, were:

(a) Review of the role of institutions of hinher learninn in Africa in the

implemahtation of the Lagos Plan of Action nnd development of strategies for tile:

(i) adaptation of the curricula, to the requirements of national development;

(ii) harmonization of the course offerings of higher institutions with the

socio-economic■development needs,nf African States;

(iii) contribution of the institutions of higher learning to the economic

:,; ,..■ develonment of African States by producing trained manpower in tho

quality and quantity needed by those countries in their drive for

economic self-sufficiency;

(iv) contribution of institutions of higher learning to the production cf

-goods and services, such as spare parts, instructional materials9

laboratory equipment, textbooks, etc., needed by the African states

and provision of consultancy arid advisory services;

(v) establishment of suitable links between education, training and

employment activities and establishment of wery close liaison wi\;h

industry; ■ . ■

(vi) devising effective methods for evaluating research results and
disseminating information to those in authority anri to the private

sector; and ;,

(vii) training educators with a view t6 encouraninn educational innovation and

educators1, participation in praparinr. and makinn use of educational ■reforms

and innovations, and. trainina research workers in educational Droblems
solving.

(b) Examination of strategies for the maximization of the use of the staff and

instructional and residential facilities sn^ capabilities of African institutions of
higher learning.

(c) Assistance in de^inin^ Priorities for regional and international cooperav.ic;
in educational research, staff develoorneat, oro-iuction of instructional materials-,
promotion of publications for use in lower and higher-level institutions^ exchgnoo

of information and the development of science and technology.
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(d) Formulation of a strategy for the development of high-level manpower for
the exploration, exploitation and processing of Africa's untapped mineral resources.;
for the transfer, ad?pt*t*rn grH inr!inGniratior. of technology'; and for community work
and rural development*

3, Another objective of the Conference, was to share ideas on how to raise the
intellectual level of the African region for the benefit of African societies and
how b3st higher education institutions wight heln to develop science and technology
and be involved in tha: development effort at the national and reoional levels.

4O The Conference's recommendations an-' conclusions reiterated the ultimate goal of
the Lagos Plan of Action which is to set ths economies of Africa on a firm and self-
reliant and integrated foundation which wouM, inter alia, achieve self-sufficiency
in food production and a level of industrialization which would free Africa from under-
development and economic dependence. This noal, it ms oointed out, challenged third
level institutions to consider what role tfcy must play in:

(a) the develoDment of human resources to meet the socio-economic development
needs of African States;

(b) generating the essential technological and scientific knowledge and
caoabilitiss which would promote rapid develooment and economic independence; and

(c) co-operating with national governments *nd other development agencies in
the planning and execution of soqio-econnnic orogrammes.

11• fQllgw.7"P-PJjAfie-conclusions and recommendations of the first conference

5o In its recommendations the Conference set the foilowino priorities for immediate
action:

(a) Popularisation of the objectives and strategies of the Lagos Plan of Action
through organization of seminars, workshops and public lectures or incorporation of
those objectives in university curricula;

(bj Production of text-booKs and related instructional materials, determination
of curriculum component requirements of textbooks and the initiation of action for

consultations and preparation of the textbooks related to the needs of the region;

(c) Production of instructional/teaching equipment, tools and devices needed
for the improvement of teaching/learninp and research activities in institutions of
higftsv learning;

(ci) Maximizing the use of educational staff, residential, instructional and
other facilities, such as laboratories etc*, as a basis for:

(i) increasina of intakes and cost effectiveness of institutions of
learning;

(ii) linkino them with centres of socio-economic activity; an-1

(iii) promoting the concent of learning while working and working while
learning
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(e) ^Curriculum and course programme re-orientation coupled with the.improvement
of teaching with a view to..making, them nore responsive to socio-economic development
needs and linking teaching/learning activities with production ami service rendering
activities in the world of work;

(f) Promoting rural development through involving universities in integrated
rural development efforts such as rendering public health programme, literacy and
adult education and other extension service programmes and instruments of enriching
the learning process of rural communities;

(g) Consultancy, services: through the establishment of university based
consultancy consort turn for ensuring the developments of problem^oriented research
assisting governments in developmental profilers analysis ™d solution, as well as
raising revenue for universities;

(h) Expanding training ooncrtun1ti«s for university teachino staff to enhance
their capacity with a view to enabling the universities to achievinn self-reliance
and self-sufficiency. In. hirft leveVmanpownr. ..

5. In pursuance of the forgot no recommendations, action and activities durinq the
period February 1032 and December T??4t were concentrated in the following areas:

(a) Production of textbooks, instructional materials, equipment and tools

7. In response to the proposals by the Secretary General of the AssOcation of
African Universities on the implementation of the recommendations of the Conference,
a neeting was held in July 1032 in Addis Ababa by tha AAU and ECA to address this
issue. At this meeting, attention was focused on two main points:

(i) alternative ways of implementing the conference recommendations on the
production of textbooks on devclonment economics as veil as on the
production of educational equipment and tools; and

(ii) the r?le ECA should assume in the implementation of the recommendations
at all levels.

8. Hie meeting noted that the production of textbooks on development economics and
the production of educational equipment ana tools should be clearly distinguished and
separately dealt with. : ^ :;:;

3,... ,,Hith respect to the first issue, it was noted that ECA could play a leading role
in the!production of textbooks and should be responsible for coordinating the various
activities in this area. This .was so because while ECA r'id not have the means of
funding such endeavour, it ha4 the build-up of the expertise in the various fields by
virtue of its long standinp service to the African economies. In this context, it
was noted that ECA stood in a position to provide not only the accumulated wealth
of material on the various economic practices, but that it could also help in
identifying the current problems on a reQion-i*ide seals* and orepare perspective
stuiies on future tren-is of the African gconotfies. Such information would undoubtedly
be of tremendous help in construction the relavant syllabus for the different levels
of training and would also serve as a useful background material for academic research.
ECA could also provide leadership in research for the production of such textbooks,
for curricula development, and evaluation an' for the review of teachino methods,
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10. Following this meeting, a Steering Comittee, comprising ECA, AAU, UNESCO and

OAU was set-up to coordinate the activities of these organizations vis-a-vis the

questions of the production of textbooks f\nd other educational equipment and tools.

One of the main issues that emerged was the need to mobilize funds to finance such

activities. U-IFSC^ has already taken the initiative and has provided to the AAU

a sum of !JS$20,000 for the production of biolooy textbooks, other fund-raising

drives have not, unfortunately, been succassful>

11. As regards the production of educational equipment wd tools, a nreliminary

survey carried out by the Association of African Universities in 1902 showed that many

African countries had mac!e great ^forts in d«s idling a^ nrorJucino relevant educational

equipment aid tools for use in national institutions. A comprehensive survey of

existing educational equiDment and tools was scheduled for 19.14 and 1935 for the

various sub-regions so as to map the areas of concentration for the production of

equipment and tools.

(b) Maximizing resource utilization in African institutions of higher
learning

12. Between 1982 and 1984, ECA commissioned country studies, which were undertaken

by national consultants in Botswana, Swaziland, ialawi, Liberia, Kenya and Ethiopia,

on maximizing resources utilization in institutions of higher learning in Africa.

13. Uroadly, these reports have: . ,

(a) reviewed existing resource utilization of the respective countries and
the organization and operation of curriculum activities in higher institutions so as

to explore the possibility of increasinn the Intake within the existing facilities

in relation to:

(i) the manpower supply and ^enand in selected priority sectors of the
economy; and

(ii) the fields of study and faculties amendable for the learn/work
exposure.

(b) made an assessment of tho optimum utilization of resources in institutions

of higher learning to cater for Increased intake and vocation-oriented, exposure

research and work-study nronrammes in the universities;

(c) assessed the existing linkages of the universities1 teaching, learning and

research activities to the centres socio-economic activities within the immediate!
environs of the institutions. The reports highlighted:

(1) strategies for maximizing the use of instructional and residential

facilities;

(ii) the number of days during which staff members are not teaching and are

not actually engaged in research work;

(iii) the magnitude of disuse of resources (human and material) and the
relationship of this to the need for increased intake and to the
maximum number of students that can be fully absorbed by a faculty/

department at any one single intake;
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(iv) the number of students passessino miniitfem entry requirements-but who are
denied access to institutions of higher learnim due to the lack of
instrutticr-*1! r?c* ^~-Me-:';i.:"! *-\zil\\*£c snd suggested ways.of enrolling
them in a programme of residential cum nafriresidential cycle of the year
(work/vocation exposure) to maximize1 the use of facilities and linking
thi/i l

(v) evaluation of courses offered; their relevance to socio-economic needs,
their organization and inputs in terms of manpower5 material,, equipment
and tins; and :

(vi) evaluation of curricula to ensure that the education received is work/
- job-oriented and is linked to the world of wjrk co allow for practical

work exposure and guidance and recommended an'operational strategy of
collaborative consultation betwsan the institutions1 siinirvirtrtv.*'- ^
academic staff and centres of economic and social agtivitias.

146 On the basis of the'fore'going findings., the reports maHe recommendations on:

(a) resources required for increased intake by the institutions of higher
learning so that a good portion of the population nay have access tcrihinher education;

(b) sectors of: the economy with 'critical manpower requirements so as to re
orient education and il'ork exposure Dronrammes to those critical areas:

(c) operational strategies and moiiiv-.'es in respect of:, :

(i) the orientations of hiqhor education to the economic needs9 indiuding
course offerings and instructional .-strategies;-■ . '

(ii) "resea'.rch'oriented to socio-economic needs and production of <pods and
services; and

(iii) maximized use of staff, instructional and residential facilities,.

(d) work-oriented education for lsarnihq vihile working or'-ric

(e) effective utilization of distance teaching techniques for prcmctinci work
while learning and learning while womnn. .'. ..-.■■.-

15. The reports also suggested strategies for the ■.optimal .uti Itzation of clas;s--

rooms/lecture thaaters9 residentiar facilitiess labs,"library and staff resources

and the -development of African education and re-organization of-national service,

programmes bearing in mind the development process and Africa's problems anri

perspectives-within the framework of Africa's deve'topment strategy as put forward
in the Lagos Plan of ■Action. Those proposed strategies took into account9 in ..

particulars

(i) the need for regional and sub-regional collective salf-reliarrce; and

(ii) sftlf-sufficiency and solf-raliance in human resources development.
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(c) Curriculum content and orientation of education

16 Efforts to reorient education to the socio-economic development needs of African
states have had a modest beginning. ECA and OAU jointly prepared a technical document
on "African Development Strategies and their Implications for Education", The
document was presented to the Conference of Ministers of Education and[those
responsible for Economic Planning in African Member States at UNESCO -JNEDAF V held
in Harare, Zimbabwe in 1S82. The document assessed major constraints, problems and
prospects of human resources development in Africa and highlighted African development
strategies and their inolications for the Hevelooment of education,

17, The ECA/OAU document pointed out that member States needed to reorient their
education to the socio-economic needs of the African region by:

(i) diversifying curricula to include aspects that would enhance productive
and income-generating activities; such as construction, leather work,
wood work, metal work, pottery, Sasketry, weaving, arts and crafts,
drama, dance and agriculture as major curriculum subjects;

(ii) aearing research and experimentation to productive work and to development
problems. Research should be atuned to the production of goods and _
services such as the production of spare parts, agriculture tools, and
implements, farm chemicals and improved Droductivity;

(iii) redressing the imbalance between general education and technical/
vocational education since present education was heavily weighted

in favour of general education;

(iv) enhancinn teaching of science, technical and technological subjects.
A deliberate effort should be made to improve the supply.of science
and technical teachers/instructors through incentives to the training
of science, maths, agricultural and technical teachers;

(v) complenentino formal education with non-formal education science current
educational practices have revealed deficiencies and weaknesses in
providina learning ooportunities for all. The processes and techniques,
which have been employed, have been inefficient and inappropriate in
the development of knowledge and skills.

(d) Popularizing the objectives of the Lagos Plan of Action

18. During this period action in this regard had been directed at sensitizing the
institutions of higher learninq on the implications of the Laaos Plan °f Action for
the development of human resources. To this effect, ECA/AAU sent circulars to ^
institut ons of hioher learning calling upon them to organize lectures and seminars
on the Laqos Plan of Action. In addition, copies of the Laoos Plan of Action were
distributed to all heads of the institutions of higher learning for reference and
institutional use.
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III. Efforts made by Africart States and universities

(a) Education, training, labour management and employment ■ j; ' ' .

19. During the period 1PS2-130A the primary objectives of education, training, labour
management and employment activities by PCA were to assist member States:to review and

appraise their educational and trainino oolici^s and programmes and make recommendations
■on -how to make them ;^ore relevant to national socio-economic needs; to develop the r
delivery capability of their training anH educational institutions; a'nd to review "

institutional arranoements for "localiM-np examinations, qualifications and accreditation
for professional practice, as the basis for eventual improvements in oolicies, ■"'
programmes and machinery for effective nanoower an I employment planninp. '

29. national workshops on educational 'Manning and administration were conducted
in collaboration with national universities in Zambia and Tanzania. The workshops -.
focused on approaches to educational planning, data collection and analysis, costing
of education, adninistration and school location. In th£ development of occupational/
psychological_testing and quidance anJ counselling capabilities, Workshops were
dtd

Zimbabwe, Uganda, Lesotho, Botswana and Kenya with observer status-participation
from Mauritius, Sierra Lsone, Egypt, Sudan, Somali? and Malawi.

(fc) Training opportunities for educators and university teaching staff

21. The conference emphasized the inoortance and regretted the lack of skilled manpower,
especially in the fields of science9 enqineering an! technology. A preliminary
survey, carried by the Association of African Universities in 1932 covering 100

African universities, showerf that 40,000 teac.Mna staff members were required for
university teaching over a period of five years.

22. In an effort to meet this rlemand, the Association of African Universities has
set. up an inter-university co-oneration fund to assist in staff training. The fund,

thouoh spall, is a modest start in the ria'it direction. Information on the fund can
be obtained fror, the Secretary General of the ^ss^ciation.

(c) Technical publications prodHced by international agencies ani
orgamzations

23. The proceedings of the First Conference of Vice-chancellors, Presidents and
Rectors of Institutions of Hi oner Learning in Africa, held in 19.02, have been prepared
and will be distributed to all African institutions of higher learning shortly.

(d) Technology and science education

24. ['tost African countries have embarked upon scientific and technological education.
At the primary level, empnasis was laid on integrated science teaching. At the
secondary level, technical and vocational programmes '*/ere particularly emphasized.
At the tertiary level, development-related scientific research, the training of
scientists, higher technicians and engineers received special emphasis.
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25. In may African countries, facilities have been provide! for science teaching
rnriw^ ?to^?' science !?1ts as we]1 as the ^evelonment of appropriate
curricula. A few African countries have undertaken research into the development of
low-cost science equipment and kits.

(e) Educational reforms

26 .^ Over the last decade, many African countries reported that imnressive quantitative
gains were being made in the field- of education, itefori* had been introduced to
make education mre relevant to national needs. Learnino methods drew increasingly
on the community environment and the use of national languages had been greatly

ed^tioL?cw^iL KaVG ^pted n?11^^.^^ «* decentralizing the management of
tK th ! llSt^* ^settina V?4?cal• ^strict and regional bodies and entrusting
them with authority and responsibilities to manage and run schools.

l/nJlT^mt l-3S ^e1nf.Placed on education for self-reliance with the introduction
of productive work in education, environmental education, health, nutrition
ann^h«e; arts'tnd c;aft;.«"d techn1«l subjects. As a consequence, innovative
approaches to teacher education have been introduced, either through pre-servfce or
in-service trainino. v




